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 Introduction

 After years of retirement in the academy, macro-historical commentary on contem
 porary events has returned to fashion. Radical domestic changes in the Soviet Union
 and Eastern Europe and new patterns of East-West relations?in short, the collapse
 of communism and the end of the Cold War?mark the end of an era and present an
 invitation to international theorizing.1 Few would deny that these changes are

 momentous, but there is little consensus concerning their origins, trajectory, and
 implications. Explaining these events will necessitate a reweighing of fundamental
 theoretical issues. The size and speed of these changes were largely unexpected,
 reminding us how primitive our theories really are and encouraging us to broaden our
 theoretical perspective. To capture these events, theorists must reach across the
 disciplinary divides of Sovietology, international relations theory, political economy,
 and political sociology.

 This paper has two objectives. First, we survey and develop a range of theories
 relevant to these events. Second, building on these theories, we advance an explan
 ation for these recent events and speculate on their likely trajectories. In doing this,
 we hope both to illuminate recent historical events and to help define the direction of
 contemporary international theorizing.

 The first half of the paper?examining theoretical alternatives?draws from several
 relevant disciplines in order to provide the building blocks for explaining events of
 this scope. Theoretical perspectives are rarely easy to categorize; schools of thought
 often blur together; they differ in coherence, parsimony and scope. Yet fundamental
 theoretical alternatives can often be captured in simple taxonomies. Three broad
 theoretical families?realism, globalism and socioeconomic theories of democracy,
 capitalism and industrialism?are examined for the claims that they make about the
 character of world politics, the sources of historical change, and their relevance to the
 recent events in question.

 * The authors would like to acknowledge helpful comments and suggestions by Michael Doyle, Randell
 Forsberg, Joseph Grieco, John A. Hall, Atul Kohli, Richard Matthew, Andrew Moravcsik, James
 Rosenau, Jack Snyder, Richard Ullman, and seminar participants at Columbia University and
 Princeton University. Research for this paper was supported by the Center of International Studies,
 the Peter B. Lewis Fund, and the Center for Energy and Environmental Studies, Princeton University.

 1 For overviews of Soviet foreign policy change under Gorbachev, see Mathew Evangelista, The New
 Soviet Approach to Security', World Policy Journal, 3, 1 (1986), pp. 561-99, Robert Legvold, 'The
 Revolution in Soviet Foreign Policy', Foreign Affairs American and the World, 68 (1988/89),
 and Bruce Parrott, 'Soviet National Security Under Gorbachev', Problems of Communism, 37 (1988),
 pp. 1-36.
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 In the second half of the paper we draw on several of these theories to construct our
 own explanation for the sources of the Soviet crisis and the directions of Soviet
 response. Explaining these events requires combining domestic and international
 factors, or in the language of international theory, 'second image' and 'second image
 reversed' sources of change.2 In our view, the fundamental source of the Soviet crisis
 is a mismatch between Soviet command political and economic structures and the
 imperatives of advanced industrial production. This crisis has been exacerbated, but
 not fundamentally caused, by international forces. But in explaining Soviet responses,
 we emphasize the ways in which the pressures and opportunities of the international
 economic and security environment have both foreclosed some options and made
 others more appealing. Thus, several previously neglected or marginal theories
 (particularly industrial modernism) have new plausibility, while reigning ones (parti
 cularly some variants of realism) turn out to be less useful. Given the magnitude of
 these events, those theories with the most explanatory power can expect renewed
 prominence.

 Theoretical alternatives

 Each of the three broad traditions we examine have many variants as well as shared
 assumptions. Three variants of realism (hard realism, soft realism, and statism) share
 assumptions about the primacy of the state, power, and conflict in world politics.
 Three variants of globalism (nuclear one-worldism, international institutionalism,
 and ecological environmentalism) share the view that the state-centric world order
 has been rendered less viable by powerful and broad underlying trends and forces
 operating on a global scale. And four socioeconomic theories (democratic liberalism,
 capitalism, neo-Marxism and industrial modernism) have in common the idea that
 the spread of originally Western political and economic institutions is propelled by
 deep historical forces.3

 Realism

 Realism is an old and powerful theoretical tradition with many adherents who
 disagree about many things. But the common core of realism is an emphasis on
 power, the state, and conflict.4 For purposes of discussion it is useful to distinguish
 three variants of realism. The first, hard realism, has a harshly Hobbesian view in

 which coercion, domination, and power-maximization define international life. The

 2 Peter Gourevitch, 'The Second Image Reversed', International Organization, 32 (1978), pp. 881-912.
 3 We only look at theories that try to explain recent Soviet events in terms of patterns operating

 generally. Thus, unique patterns of Soviet political culture and history are not considered. These
 varieties are not equal to any one person's view. They might best be thought of as ideal-types, labels
 for relatively coherent clusters of assumptions, propositions, and expectations. These varieties are

 meant to capture the range of alternative theoretical propositions, rather than to locate or classify
 individual theorists. For an alternative taxonomy, see R. D. McKinlay and R. Little, Global Problems
 and World Order (London, 1986).

 4 For other discussions of the varieties of realism, see Michael Joseph Smith, Realist Thought from
 Weber to Kissinger (Baton Rouge, 1987); and Michael W. Doyle, 'Thucydidean Realism', Review of
 International Studies, 16 (1990), pp. 223-38.
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 second, soft realism, gives more weight to the balance of power, and sees a role for
 power variables that are non-coercive and assumes that states are essentially opti
 mizers. The third, statism, is a political sociological version of realism that empha
 sizes the persistance of the state as an organization separate from society and focuses
 on their relationship.

 HARD REALISM

 By this term we mean a view of international life in which state interests are
 irreconcilable, power and coercion are dominant, international institutions are
 ephemeral, and states are precarious and relentless power maximizers. The hard
 realist assumes that other nations are acting as though they are in a Hobbesian state
 of nature, and urges the Western Alliance to do so as well. Scholars in this tradition
 also tend to be deeply suspicious of the competence of democratic states.

 This position lacks a single authoritative theorist, but its main tenets can be found
 in readings of Hobbes, Thucydides, and Machiavelli. Such images of international life
 have been articulated by German theorists of realpolitik and geopolitik, such as
 Trietschke and Haushofer. This view is also found in the writings of American figures
 such as Nicolas Spykman, Colin Gray, Robert W. Tucker, and Edward Luttwak.5
 Prior to the ascent of Gorbachev, the hard realist saw the Soviet Union as

 expansionary and expected the regime to cope with internal crises with international
 aggression.6 During the early Gorbachev era the hard realists, looking at Soviet force
 structure, doubted that much had changed and dismissed 'new thinking' as rhetoric.
 As change because undeniable, the hard realists have tended to attribute change to
 the Reagan era reassertion of American power?Star Wars in particular. Sceptical
 about the potential for reconciliation between states, the hard realists still suspect that
 the Gorbachev reform programme serves the needs of the General Staff.7 Their
 underlying assumption is that any changes the Soviets are making are intended to
 serve their power interests. Consequently, these new directions must be resisted as
 vigorously as more traditional Soviet power pursuits.

 The perfectly consistent hard realist recommendation would be that the Western
 Alliance should take advantage of Soviet weaknesses while they last and maintain the
 policies that have brought the Soviet Union to this position. The fact that this position
 seems to have so few proponents suggests the limited character of its view of the
 world. At the same time, given their attitudes toward democracy, they do not really
 expect a democratic state, such as the United States, to pursue such advantages.8

 SOFT REALISM

 Another version of realism, richly developed by figures such as Morgenthau, Aron,
 Bull, and Kennan, holds that states are driven to optimize among a wide range of

 5 Nicholas John Spykman, America's Strategy in the World: The United States and the Balance of Power
 (New York; 1942); Colin Gray, Geopolitics in the Nuclear Age: Heartlands, Rimlands, and the
 Technological Revolution (New York, 1977); Colin Gray, The Geopolitics of the Super Powers
 (Lexington, 1988); Robert E. Osgood and Robert W. Tucker, Force, Order and Justice (Baltimore,
 1967); and Edward Luttwak, Strategy (Cambridge, MA, 1987).

 6 Edward Luttwak, The Grand Strategy of the Soviet Union (New York, 1982).
 7 For a general discussion of the Soviet military and the Gorbachev revolution, see Bruce Parrott,

 'Soviet National Security Under Gorbachev', Problems of Communism, 37 (November/December
 1988), pp. 1-36.

 8 A perfectly consistent hard realist might lament the Gorbachev reforms, for freeing Soviet power of
 the millstone of communism.
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 interests (which can often be an expression of regime type), that power is a
 multifaceted phenomenon embracing a range of material and ideological resources.
 Soft realists hold that international institutions, particularly the balance of power, are
 vital for national security, and that sudden alterations in power balances are threats
 to international stability and, thus, are to be avoided. Soft realists see liabilities in
 democratic governance, but not paralyzing ones. Moreover, soft realists posit that
 aggressive states seeking to change the status quo will be checked by balancing
 behaviour of other states, and eventually moderate their foreign policy goals. An
 associated idea, developed by Hedley Bull, is that interstate institutions such as
 diplomacy constitute a type of 'society' complete with its own norms and capable of
 socializing deviant states.9
 The classical soft realist position on the Soviet Union, as developed by George

 Kennan, argued that Soviet expansionary tendencies were rooted many in domestic
 revolutionary ideology, but that the regime would 'mellow' eventually if the West
 thwarted their expansion without jeopardizing core Soviet interests.10 This view
 would seem to be prophetic: recent changes in Soviet foreign policy appear to involve
 both a Soviet recognition that expansionary efforts will be met by Western counter
 measures, and a more general process of socialization in which the Soviets have come
 to internalize the norms of international society.11 If the Soviet Union is changing
 from a revolutionary to a status quo power (even if for reasons outside their theory),
 the soft realist envisions new opportunities for stable management of international
 life, ranging from regional conflict management, nuclear arms control, and renewed
 roles for international organizations.
 Unlike the hard realists, the soft realists fear Soviet weakness as much as Soviet

 strength. Perhaps, above all, they fear disintegration of the Soviet political structure
 and the possible emergence of civil war, Stalinist restoration, or the breakdown of
 civilian control over the military.12 Despite rhetorical ambivalence and pressures from
 militant anti-communists, the United States policy response during the late Reagan
 and early Bush administrations has been a sluggish and halting version of soft realist
 grand strategy.

 STATISM

 This theoretical tradition emphasizes the organizational features of states and the
 problematic character of their need to mobilize power from civil society. A key theme
 of statist theory is that the capacities (or 'strength') of states as organizations varies
 greatly, with significant effect on their behaviour.13 Like other realists, statists

 9 Hedley Bull, The Anarchical Society: A Study of Order in World Politics (London, 1977).
 10 X, 'The Sources of Soviet Conduct', Foreign Affairs. 27 (July 1947), pp. 566-82; John Lewis Gaddis,
 Strategies of Containment: A Critical Appraisal of Post-War American National Security Policy (New
 York, 1982). For a useful discussion of theories of Soviet decline, see Robert P. Beschel, Jr., 'The
 Long-term Moderation of Soviet Foreign Policy', in J. S. Nye, Carnesale, and Allison (eds.), Fateful
 Visions (Cambridge, 1988).

 11 For an overview of Soviet foreign policy changes, see David Holloway, 'Gorbachev's New Thinking',
 Foreign Affairs, 68 (1988/89), pp. 66-81.

 12 Soft realists are open to Havel's 'paradoxical advice' that the United States should, within limits, assist
 Soviet reforms. For a discussion of the potential threats to the West stemming from Russian weakness,
 see Kurt Campbell, 'Prospects and Consequences of Soviet Decline', in Nye et al, (eds.), Fateful
 Visions.

 13 Stephen Krasner, Defending the National Interest: Raw Materials Investments and United States
 Foreign Policy (Princeton, 1978); Peter B. Evans, Dietrich Rueschemeyer, and Theda Skocpol (eds.),
 Bringing the State Back In (New York, 1985); G. John Ikenberry, Reasons of State; Oil Politics and the
 Capacities of American Government (Ithaca, 1988).
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 recognize system position also to be a source of demands on the state and, thus, on
 society. Domestic crisis and revolution can be triggered by external demands that
 exceed the capacity of the state to mobilize from society.

 This image of the state and state crises has been developed by such historical
 sociologists as Charles Tilly and Theda Skocpol. Tilly captures the dynamic relation
 ship between the geopolitical imperatives of early state builders and the wealth
 creating institutions of civil society.14 In Skocpol's treatment of the great revolutions
 in France, Russia and China, the collapse of the old regime was triggered by the
 failure of the state apparatus to extract resources from society, typically manifested as
 defeat in war or prohibitively expensive competition.15 To cope with these demands,
 domestic class and state relations must be recast. Of course, all states restructure in
 the face of external pressure, but in some of them an ossification of state-society
 relations forces episodic-revolutionary rather than routine-incremental changes.

 In this view the Soviet changes stem from the failure of the Brezhnevian system, in
 the face of a continuing dynamic external environment, to mobilize resources. Such a
 pattern is not new to Russian history. To play the role of a Great Power, Peter the
 Great introduced far reaching changes in state-civil society relations, a pattern which
 repeated itself after the Crimean War in the reforms of Alexander II, after the
 Russo-Japanese war in the revolutionary upheavals of 1905, during World War I with
 the collapse of the Czarist system, and, of course, Stalin's great push can be read as
 anticipation of renewed German aggression.

 The statist view takes seriously the notion that Soviet society may have entered into
 a domestic revolution,16 a set of events best understood by comparative historical
 theory. The experience of other revolutions suggests the spectre of increasing
 instability and complete collapse of the old order, followed by coups and dictator
 ship. To what degree can the West affect this trajectory? Given the statist assumption
 that earlier strategic threats from the West and elsewhere played such a major role in
 the formation of the Soviet state, it can be expected that diminished hostility from the

 West (to say nothing of direct aid) will bolster the prospects for reform short of
 revolution.

 CONCLUSIONS ON REALISM

 Realism (particularly the hard variant) is better at explaining the consequences of the
 recent events, than in explaining their origins.17 An important exception is Robert
 Gilpin's attempt to incorporate processes of economic and technological change into
 a general theory of international change.18 Relatedly, the explanatory power of realist

 14 See Charles Tilly, 'War Making and State Making as Organized Crime', in Evans, Rueschemeyer and
 Skocpol (eds.), Bringing the State Back In.

 15 Theda Skocpol, States and Social Revolutions: A Comparative Analysis of France, Russia, and China
 (New York, 1979).

 16 Seweryn Bialer has recently noted the possibility of widespread instability in Soviet society: 'By 1989,
 Gorbachev had lost control over events in all spheres of Soviet life . . . Moreover, the most dangerous
 challenge that he faces is not for a coup at the top that may force his resignation, but from
 spontaneous forces?political, economic and social?generated outside of the power establishment
 which may sweep away both him and his reforms'. The Passing of the Soviet Order?' Survival, 32
 (March/April 1990), p. 107.

 17 Others have noted the weakness of conventional realist theory in dealing with problems of change. See
 Robert O. Keohane, 'Theory of World Politics: Structural Realism and Beyond', in Ada W. Finifter
 (ed.), Political Science: The State of the Discipline (Washington, D.C., 1983), pp. 503-^10; R. J.
 Vincent, 'Change and International Relations', Review of International Studies, 9 (1983), pp. 63-70.

 18 Robert Gilpin, War and Change in World Politics (New York, 1981).
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 theory is greatest when it incorporates 'second image' variables in its analysis.
 Moreover, the very diversity of policy recommendations that emerge from the several
 variants of realism only underscore the heterogeneous character of realism itself.

 Globalism

 The central proposition of globalism is that a scale shift in human activity has
 occurred over the last century, with extremely broad and profound implications for
 all levels of human association and organization.19 Globalists maintain that the
 fundamental source of this process is scientific and technological evolution. The
 different branches of globalism focus upon different aspects of this scale shift.
 Globalists posit both materialist and idea-based explanations of world political
 change. Although the ideational variables are often focused upon as necessary means
 to needed reforms or desired end-states, the characterization of the problem driving
 change is almost always materialist in character. In contrast to the dominant realist
 and liberal traditions in international theory, the globalist perspective on these issues
 is more inchoate, more diverse, and broader in scope.

 For purposes of comparison and analysis it is necessary to focus on a limited set of
 globalist propositions, specifically what we label nuclear one-worldism, international
 institutionalism, and ecological environmentalism. By 'nuclear one-worldism' we

 mean the proposition that the development of destructive technology, particularly
 thermonuclear explosives, has made it impossible for even the largest and most
 powerful states to achieve security, and generally requires international security
 organizations of new types and prominence. By 'international institutionalism' we
 mean an older and broader proposition that human interconnectivity is occurring to
 such an extent that a world civic society is emerging and the autonomous nation
 states are being augmented and enmeshed in broad networks of international civil
 associations and intergovernmental organizations. And by 'ecological environment
 alism' we refer to arguments linking the fate of industrial production to natural
 resource constraints.

 NUCLEAR ONE-WORLDISM

 Nuclear one-worldism, the narrowest and most specific globalist theory, simply holds
 that an epochal alteration in the availability of violence capability has occurred, thus
 presaging either the destruction of civilization or the end of war as a final arbiter
 among states. In this view, state apparatuses charged with achieving physical security
 previously could employ war as a routine tool but now must make the avoidance of

 19 The globalist perspective is captured by John Ruggie:
 'the globe itself has become a region in the international system, albeit a nonterritorial one. Thus, global does not

 mean universal. Instead the concept refers to a subset of social interactions that take place on the globe. This subset
 constitutes an inclusive level of social interaction that is distinct from the international level, in that it comprises a
 multiplicity of integrated functional systems, operating in real time, which span the globe, and which affect in
 varying degrees what transpires elsewhere on the globe.
 International Structure and International Transformation: Space, Time, and Method', in Ernst-Otto

 Czempiel and James N. Rosenau (eds.), Global Changes and Theoretical Challenges: Approaches to
 World Politics for the 1990s (Lexington, MA, 1989), p. 31. See also Mike Featherstone (ed.), 'Global
 Culture', Special Issue of Theory, Culture & Society, 1 (June 1990).
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 nuclear use their paramount goal. The question of whether the adoption of deterrence
 is a sufficient adjustment to these new realities is an issue about which nuclear
 one-worlders do not agree.20 But all agree that Great Power war as an instrument of
 national security policy has become suicidal. Thus, it is expected that certain forms of
 aggression will cease to be a significant feature of Great Power politics. An additional
 consequence is that the traditional comparative advantage of command systems, such
 as the Soviet Union, over liberal systems?their ability to mobilize and use military
 force?has now been eroded.

 Powerful public statements of this claim have been made in the nuclear era by
 dozens of public figures ranging from Einstein to Eisenhower. Theoretical treatments
 of this view are found in the works of John Herz and Kenneth Boulding.21 Eminent
 realists such as Hans Morgenthau and George Kennan have voiced this proposition,
 but have never convincingly related it to their more conventional realist views.22 The
 nuclear one-worldist proposition is at odds with a hard realist emphasis on the
 inevitability of international conflict, but its counsel of moderation is congenial with
 the more general value that soft realists place upon stability.23
 The reality of nuclear weapons has major implications for the Soviet Union's

 global position: territorial aggression has ceased to be either a major threat or a
 means of expansion.24 Foreign invasions?by the Mongols, Napoleon, and the
 Nazis?punctuate Russian and Soviet history, creating a recurring problem of
 territorial insecurity and profoundly shaping state institutions and foreign policy. In
 the nuclear era, invasion is radically less plausible. At the same time, the Soviets'
 ability to engage in successful territorial aggression has been similarly foreclosed. This
 amounts to a profound alteration in the Russian relationship to the rest of the world.

 The nuclear one-worldists interpret the recent changes in Soviet nuclear statecraft
 as vindication of their expectation that a process of nuclear learning will occur.25 For
 much of the post-war era, Soviet nuclear strategy?not unlike American?has been a
 contradictory mixture of pacific declarations and attempts to use nuclear weapons for
 political and military gain. At the same time, Communist Party doctrine on nuclear
 war has evolved from Stalin's position that nuclear war was still governed by the class
 principle to the view, adopted in the 1970s and early 1980s, that nuclear war was
 species suicide, requiring deep disarmament and stronger international organiz

 20 Some hold that the international system has adjusted, others hold that its adjustment will require a
 process of major institutional change, ranging from arms control through deep disarmament through
 the establishment of intrusive international monitoring and peacekeeping capabilities.

 21 Kenneth Boulding, Conflict and Defense (New York, 1963); and John H. Herz, International Politics in
 the Atomic Age (New York, 1959).

 22 Hans Morgenthau, 'The Fallacy of Thinking Conventionally about Nuclear Weapons', in David
 Carlton and Carlo Schaerf (eds.), Arms Control and Technological Innovation (New York, 1976);
 George Kennan, The Nuclear Delusion: Soviet-American Relations in the Atomic Age (New York,
 1982).

 23 Although easily confused with the older normative critique of war, nuclear one-worldism has at its
 root a Hobbesian fear of physical fear of insecurity and assumes that the same imperatives leading to
 state formation in the pre-nuclear era will push towards global nuclear security in the contemporary
 period. Since the nuclear one-worldists assume that war as a process of institutional change has been
 blocked, it is expected that learning and anticipation (by both states and publics) eventually will cause
 institutional change.

 24 An early statement of this position in found in Klaus Knorr, On the Uses of Military Power in the
 Nuclear Age (Princeton, 1966). See also Evan Luard, The Blunted Sword: The Erosion of Military
 Power in Modern World Politics (New York, 1988).

 25 For an interpretation of detente driven by nuclear interdependence, see Steve Weber, 'Realism,
 Detente, and Nuclear Weapons', International Organization, 44 (Winter 1990), pp. 55-82.
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 ation.26 Gorbachev's 'new thinking' appears to be an attempt to bring Soviet force
 structure and negotiating positions into line with party doctrines. This trend follows
 a trajectory predicted by the nuclear one-worldist.27

 Some realists dismiss these declaratory statements and diplomatic initiatives as
 either cynical ploys to mislead the West or as responses to shifting power variables.
 None the less, such realists have a hard time explaining why Soviet efforts to
 delegitimize nuclear weapons have accelerated as the Soviet arsenal has expanded,
 and particularly with the recent erosion of other Soviet power assets. The consistent
 hard realist position would seem to be that the Soviets would cling to nuclear
 weapons as their other power assets declined.

 To the nuclear one-worldist, Gorbachev's initiatives are a major step forward, but
 hardly the arrival of the millennium. The internal destablization of the Soviet system
 creates a major new danger?eroding central control over the roughly 25,000 Soviet
 nuclear weapons.28 Conventional deterrence theory assumes the continuity of state
 apparatus control of nuclear weapons, but revolutions and social upheaval frequently
 split military organizations. Nuclear one-worldism, like soft realism, implies a
 profound American interest in the stability of the Soviet state.29

 INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONALISM

 This second variant of globalism argues that changes in communication and
 transportation have produced the potential for large-scale cultural, political and
 economic exchange between previously separate peoples. International institutional
 ists typically argue that an essentially cosmopolitan world civic society, and a

 matching transnational governmental structure, is both emerging and needs to
 emerge in response to these globalizing pressures and opportunities. It is often also
 held that nationalist sentiment is a powerful impediment to international institution
 building. This view is broader and older than nuclear one-worldism and encompasses
 both its diagnosis and solutions without giving them priority.

 Ideas about world civic society are presaged in many religious traditions and found
 their first secular expression in the cosmopolitanism of the Stoics and the Hellenistic
 age. Since the nineteenth century, such views have flourished among American and
 British writers. Assumptions about melting nationality into ethnicity and belief in
 reasonable accommodation (as many realists point out) are essentially projections of
 domestic political experiences and liberal ideals to a world scale. Early twentieth
 century writers, such as Leonard Woolf, H. G. Wells, Norman Angell, and Ramsey

 Muir, made the essential point that the national grouping had to be integrated with
 broader confederative, federative, and functional organizations.30 Since World War

 26 Stephen Shenfield, The Nuclear Predicament: Exploration in Soviet Ideology, Chatham House Papers
 37 (London, 1987).

 27 The nuclear one-worldist position is reflected in Gorbachev's speeches. See Michail Gorbachev,
 'Realities and Guarantees for a Secure World' (Moscow, 1987). For further discussion see A.

 Gromyko, M. Hellman, et al. (eds.), Breakthrough: Emerging New Thinking (New York, 1988),
 particularly Alexander I. Nikitin, 'The Concept of Universal Security: A Revolution of Thinking and
 Policy in the Nuclear Age'.

 28 Leonard Spector, 'The Nuclear Inheritors' in Going Nuclear (Cambridge, MA, 1987).
 29 In his recent assessment of American strategy, Senator Sam Nunn pointed to this danger. '[T]he

 long-standing danger of unauthorized or accidental nuclear weapons use has been heightened by
 turmoil and tension in the Soviet Union.' Aviation Week & Space Technology, 16 April 1990, p. 7.

 30 Leonard Woolf, International Government: Two Reports Prepared for the Fabian Research Department
 (London, 1916); Norman Angel?, The Great Illusion (London, 1911); H. G. Wells, The Idea of a
 League of Nations (Boston, 1919); Ramsey Muir, The Interdependent World and its Problems (1933;
 Port Washington, NY, 1971).
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 II, a variety of formulations have been advanced to describe or explain such
 phenomena: 'spill over,' 'integration,' 'informal penetration,' 'linkage politics,' 'in
 cremental functionalism,' and 'complex interdependence'.31 Despite this variety,
 theorists of international institutionalism share an essentially common view of the
 forces and trajectories shaping international life.

 In explaining changes in the Soviet Union, international institutionalism would
 point to increased communication and travel and the resulting spread of ideas. It is
 notable that the reforms were set in motion by members of the Communist Party
 apparatus who had been extensively exposed to the West.32 Furthermore, proponents
 of this view would emphasize that the proliferation of East-West civil association and
 media accessibility?dimensions of both the populist peace movement and 'move
 ment anticommunism' easily overlooked by realist state-centric approaches?has
 been an important factor in US-Soviet reconciliation.33 It is not easy to separate the
 emergence of these international norms from the appeal of liberal democratic
 capitalist society, a topic to which we will return.34

 A potentially important contribution of international institutionalism is in the area
 of national reconciliation within the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. The emerging
 clash of nationalities in the post-communist era perhaps can be remedied by many of
 the same measures (de-emphasis on nationality issues and genuinely confederative
 structures) that were successful in solving nationality problems in Western Europe
 and North America.35 The realist convention of speaking of the triumph of the
 nation-state form may fail to do justice to the dilution of nationality and the success
 of internationalism in the extended Western alliance. Pursuing the idea of autono
 mous nation-states would seem to be no more feasible on the shores of the Baltic than
 on the North Sea and Great Lakes.

 ECOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTALISM

 The idea that humans and their institutions are fundamentally shaped and limited by
 the physical environment (climate, fertile land, earth minerals) is as old as political
 science.36 In recent years the general proposition that human societies are increasingly
 faced with 'limits to growth' has been advanced by many environmental thinkers.37
 Opinion varies widely on the severity, urgency and correctability of such problems,
 with some holding that industrialism is doomed and others holding that relatively

 31 David Mitrany, The Functional Theory of Politics (London, 1975); Ernst Haas, Beyond the
 Nation-State; Functionalism and International Organization (Stanford, 1964); Andrew Scott, The
 Revolution is Statecraft: Informal Penetration (New York, 1965); James Rosenau (ed.), Linkage
 Politics: Essays on the Convergence of National and International Systems (New York, 1969); Richard
 Falk, A Study of Future Worlds (New York, 1975); Robert O. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, Power and
 Interdependence: World Politics in Transition (Boston, 1977).

 32 Of course, internationalism is not just a recent import from the West, but was an essential feature of
 Marxism at various stages of its intellectual and political development.

 33 For a discussion of the general phenomenon of unofficial diplomacy, see Maureen R. Berman and
 Joseph E. Johnson, 'The Growing Role of Unofficial Diplomacy', in Berman and Johnson (eds.),
 Unofficial Diplomats (New York, 1977), pp. 1-33.

 34 The importance of simultaneous domestic and international 'modernization' of politics is stressed in
 Edward Morse, Modernization of International Relations (New York, 1976).

 35 This point is made by Zbigniew Brzezinski: 'Central Europe is ripe for, and badly needs, regional
 cooperative arrangements of the type that Western Europe takes for granted.' 'Beyond Chaos: Policy
 for the West', The National Interest (Spring 1990), p. 11.

 36 Clarence Glacken, Traces on the Rhodian Shore: Nature and Culture in Western Thought from Ancient
 Times to the End of the Eighteenth Century Berkeley, 1967).

 37 Harrison Brown, The Challenge of man's Future (New York, 1954); Robert Heilbroner, An Inquiry into
 the Human Prospect (New York, 1974).
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 inexpensive technical fixes can solve the problems. There is, however, wide consensus
 that resource-intensive economic growth has reached its limits.

 Two environmental claims with direct relevance to Soviet events are that extensive

 economic growth is increasing nonviable, and that comparative advantages of
 resource exchange rise as scarcities emerge.

 The Soviet Union has traditionally pursued extensive economic growth (in which
 higher levels of output result from increased inputs of labour, land, and raw
 materials) and this system is ceasing to work as it once did. The classical Soviet vision
 of limitless economic growth has been underpinned by the widely held assumption
 that, as the British geographer Haiford Mackinder prophesized, and successive
 generations of Westerns have fearfully repeated, 'the spaces within the Russian
 Empire and Mongolia are . . . vast and their potentialities in population, wheat,
 cotton, fuel, and metals . . . incalculably great'.38 Unfortunately for the Soviets, these
 expectations have proven inflated, and in the last two decades the easily accessible
 resources have been increasingly exhausted. Since the late-1970s, the energy sector,
 particularly oil exploration and extraction, have consumed steeply increasing shares
 of Soviet industrial investment while output has remained stagnant.39 The chronic
 failures of Soviet agriculture continue despite vast investments in capital.40 And
 expectations of rapid Siberian development continue to be frustrated by climatic
 barriers.41 Environmentalists thus offer an important insight into the timing of the
 Soviet economic impasse: the fact that extensive economic growth stalled in the 1970s
 and 80s, rather than decades ago or decades hence, is rooted in natural resource
 endowments.

 The second environmentalist proposition relevant to the Soviet situation is that the
 opportunities for comparatively advantageous exchange increase as natural resource
 scarcity increases. In line with these expectations, the exchange of raw materials
 across the Iron Curtain has grown over the past twenty years and has drawn the West
 and the Soviets into increasing interdependence. It is notable that even the hard-line
 Reagan administration quickly restored grain exports to the Soviet Union. And the
 construction of the pipeline to carry Siberian natural gas to Western Europe, carried
 out despite strenuous resistance from Washington, deepened Soviet-NATO economic
 interdependence at the worst period of the Second Cold War. The resource dimension
 is also present in the recent Soviet acquiescence in the de-communization of Eastern
 Europe. Since the Soviets had underwritten this regional economic sphere with
 petroleum sold to COMECON at well below world market prices, they can look
 forward to increased earnings from this export given deregulation of prices.

 CONCLUSIONS ON GLOBALISM

 Unlike traditional international relations theory, globalist theories see the relations of
 states embedded in and fundamentally governed by a larger set of processes. They are

 38 Sir Halford J. Mackinder, 'The Geographical Pivot of History', Geographical Journal, 23 (April 1904).
 Valuable synoptic analyses of Soviet resource prospects are found in W. H. Parker, The Superpowers:
 The United States and the Soviet Union Compared (New York, 1972), and George Cressey, Soviet
 Potentials: A Geographic Appraisal (Syracuse, NY, 1962).

 39 Thane Gustafson, Crisis amid Plenty: The Politics of Soviet Energy under Brezhnew and Grobachev
 (Princeton, 1989), esp. pp. 22-62.

 40 James R. Millar, 'Post-Stalin Agriculture and Its Future', in Stephen F. Cohen, et al. (eds.), The Soviet
 Union Since Stalin (Bloomington, 1980), pp. 135-155.

 41 Alan S. Whiting, Siberian Development and East Asia: Threat or Promised (Palo Alto, CA, 1981).
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 the product of interlocking forces operating within human civilization and between
 human society and nature. The basic implication of these global trends is to create
 significant interdependencies between the Soviet Union and the rest of the world.42 In
 contrast to those realists who emphasize the success of containing the Soviet Union,
 globalists stress that it is increasingly difficult to partition the world effectively and
 that Soviet changes are significantly driven by this permeability. In debates between
 realists and globalists that have been prominent in international studies for the last
 two decades,43 the hard case for globalism was the East-West divide. If globalists are
 correct in attributing the recent changes to various types of interp?n?tration and
 interdependency, then the theoretical primacy of realism will have been dealt a serious
 blow.

 Democracy, capitalism and industrialism

 The most popular characterization of the recent events in the Soviet Union is that it
 represents an historic failure of state socialism, single-party politics, and illiberalism.
 The spectacle of the greatest Marxist state suddenly abandoning its historical mission
 of world revolutionary leadership to embrace the values of liberal democracy
 unmistakably marks an epochal turn that must surely impress even the most
 world-weary observer. In this view, the basic change that is occurring is in the nature
 of the Soviet domestic regime, and all other changes, including international ones,
 stem from this basic change.

 Explanations that emphasize socio-economic transformation can be grouped into
 four broad classes. First are those which trace their lineage back to Kant and simply
 posit that the desire for freedom and democracy is universal in humans and history is
 the process of its progressive triumph. In this view, the Soviet crisis is caused by
 dictatorship and popular demands for democratic rights. Second is a tradition traced
 back to Adam Smith that emphasizes the superiority of market over command
 economy. In this view, it is the economic failure of socialism in a world of expanding
 capitalism that triggered the reforms in the Soviet Union. Third is Wallerstems
 variant of Marxism that also emphasizes the globalizing tendencies of capitalism.
 This view suggests that Soviet withdrawal from and prospective r?int?gration into
 the world economy is part of an ongoing unfolding of the capitalist world-system.
 Finally, we examine contemporary versions of industrial society theory (often
 associated with anti-liberal conclusions) that explain the changes in the Soviet Union
 as the result of the functional imperatives of advanced industrial production. In this
 view, pluralism and democratization follow from the productive system's needs for
 an educated workforce, extensive flow of information, and decentralized decision
 making.

 DEMOCRATIC LIBERALISM

 Since the eighteenth century, a democratic natural rights tradition has postulated that
 the desire for freedom and a corresponding desire to organize politics democratically
 is constitutive of rational human beings, and so the desire for democracy is universal.

 42 An early attempt to think about East-West interdependencies and their implications is found in
 Walter C. Clemens, Jr., The U.S.S.R. and Global Interdependence: Alternative Futures (Washington,
 DC, 1977).

 43 K. J. Holsti, The Dividing Discipline: Hegemony and Diversity in International Theory (Boston, 1985).
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 Whether found in the polemical writings of Thomas Paine or the philosophy of
 Immanuel Kant, the democratic natural rights argument has enjoyed wide popularity
 in the West. In these views, political life is both primary and largely autonomous from
 socioeconomic setting. The democratic theory of international relations, most power
 fully developed by Kant, holds that relations between democratic states tend to be
 pacific and the spread of democracy is equivalent to the spread of an enduring peace
 system.44

 In the American political scene this argument about the primacy of democratic
 norm-driven historical change is given its classic statement by Woodrow Wilson and
 in recent years it has been advanced by such 'neo-conservative' figures as Patrick

 Moynihan, Irving Kristol, Jeane Kirkpatrick, George Will, and Ronald Reagan. The
 recent widely-discussed essay by Francis Fukuyama employs this essentially Kantian
 (not Hegelian) position and postulates its emergent universalization.45 Although the
 current standard-bearers of this view are identified with the Right or Centre in the
 United States, a similar intense commitment to democratic norms is also character
 istic of the American Left.

 Since democratic natural rights theorists believe that the demand for democracy is
 rooted in human nature, they have difficulty explaining variations in the occurrence
 of democratic institutions. To explain historical events, believers in democratic
 natural rights often rely upon voluntaristic theories of history in which change is
 driven by a 'war of ideas': political regimes rest upon legitimacy and legitimacy
 derives from ideologies that rise and fall in the market place of ideas. Such extremely
 voluntaristic theories are particularly prevalent among American neo-conservatives,
 many of whom were shaped by sectarian Marxism of the 1930s.46 This is a curiously
 elitist theory of historical change: democracy is resurgent because of the strength of
 the democratic intellectuals in discrediting their adversaries. In idea-driven visions of
 history, change can happen very suddenly. Indeed, it is striking that as recently as
 1975, Daniel Patrick Moynihan worried that democracy had a dim future in a world
 of resurgent Leninist states and Third World dictatorships.47

 Two different characterizations of the Soviet Union can be found among those who
 emphasize democracy as a motor of history. One characterization of the Soviet
 experience emphasizes the primacy of Leninist party dictatorship, and that the
 economic policies, such as agricultural collectivization, served to crush alternative
 bases of power in Soviet life. In this view, the end of the party monopoly of power is
 the end of the Leninist experiment.48 An implication of this view is that the move to
 real democracy will inherently involve the disintegration of the Communist Party.
 Another characterization of the Soviet Union holds that the Marxist tradition has

 always contained a strong rhetorical commitment to human emancipatory norms
 which have been subverted by a variety of factors: the Russian political culture, the

 44 See Michael Doyle, 'Liberalism and World Polities', American Political Science Review, 80 (December
 1986), pp. 1,151-69.

 45 Francis Fukuyama, 'The End of History?' The National Interest (Summer 1989), pp. 3-17.
 46 John P. Diggins, Up from Communism: Conservative Odysseys in American Intellectual History (New

 York, 1975); Sidney Blumenthal, The Rise of the Counter-Establishment: From Conservative Ideology to
 Political Power (New York, 1986).

 47 Daniel Patrick Moynihan, 'The United States in Opposition', Commentary (March 1975).
 48 The widely discussed argument of 'Z' emphasizing the Leninist character of the Soviet Union and the

 undesirability of helping the Soviet Union has been surpassed by events, particularly Gorbachev's
 epochal move to repeal Article VI of the Soviet constitution. Z, 'To the Stalin Mausoleum', Daedalus
 (Winter 1989-90).
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 demands of rapid modernization, and the state's precarious international environ
 ment. For those who emphasize the demands of industrialization and the inter
 national system, it was just a matter of time before the demand for democracy would
 emerge within the party itself.49 For those who emphasize the pervasiveness of
 Russian political culture as a barrier, the prognosis is not so bright.50

 In explaining the pressures toward East-bloc democracy, Americans have tended to
 emphasize the attractiveness of Western democracy and ideological promotion by the
 United States, particularly during the Reagan years. Initiatives such as Radio Free
 Europe and the Helsinki Process are seen as undermining Soviet ideological in
 doctrination and control.51 This model better fits events in Eastern Europe, where
 popular resistance spearheaded change, than in the Soviet Union, where democra
 tizing initiatives originated from the party leadership.
 Those who see the events in the Soviet Union as a democratic revolution would

 anticipate that the US-Soviet hostility will be diminished in proportion to the success
 of democratization. The ultimate trajectory, in this view, is a world in which
 US-Soviet relations resemble those of US-Canadian relations. With regime con
 gruence a wide array of international institutions and common efforts become not
 only possible but a routine matter of statecraft.

 The immediate consequence of Soviet democratization may be instability and mass
 authoritarianism. As the experience of the Weimar Republic demonstrated, it is easier
 to erect democratic institutions than it is to instil a democratic political culture among
 a people whose political experience has been so exclusively authoritarian. Moreover,
 if economic growth is not achieved, the democratic processes may simply be vehicles
 through which radical discontent can express itself, thus endangering the democratic
 reforms themselves. Finally, democratization may well simply permit the expression
 of anti-Western sentiments of Russian nationalism in addition to anti-Russian
 sentiments of non-Russian peoples in the Soviet Union, in which case democra
 tization might inflame international relations in ways inconsistent with Kant's vision.

 CAPITALISM

 Another powerful strand of liberal thought, capitalism, concerns the nature of the
 productive system rather than political values. Capitalism is both a description of an
 economic system in which relatively free markets and private property play dominant
 roles and the proposition that such systems are both natural to humans and the most
 effective means to wealth generation. Capitalist arguments are made both about the
 fundamentals of political economy and their international manifestations.
 Among the basic propositions of capitalist political economy, as set forth by Adam

 Smith and the classical political economists, are that markets will spontaneously arise
 if people are free from coercion and control, and that market arrangements will
 encourage a specialization and division of labour, thus generating more wealth.
 Moreover, it is held that markets are inherently more efficient as a mechanism for
 organizing production than command alternatives.52 However, most capitalist poli

 49 See Stephen Cohen, Bukharin and the Bolshevik Revolution (1971: New York, 1980).
 50 Robert C. Tucker, Essays in Historical Interpretation (New York, 1977).
 51 For an early study of these processes, see W. Phillips Davison, International Political Communication

 (New York, 1965); see also James L. Tyson, U.S. International Broadcasting and National Security
 (New York, 1983).

 52 The capitalist case against socialism has recently been summarized in F. A. Hayek, The Fatal Conceit:
 The Errors of Socialism (Chicago, 1988).
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 tical economists recognize that for market relations to be more than primitive and
 marginal social phenomena, quite distinct cultural values (acceptance of inequality)
 and political structures (state protection of property rights) are necessary.53

 Over the last five centuries, capitalism has been highly dynamic and expansionary.
 Gains from trade and the search for profitable investments have drawn more and
 more regions into the world capitalist system. Even critics of capitalism, such as Karl
 Marx, projected that this process would break down all 'Chinese walls of exclusion'
 and eventually become universal. As regions come to produce for the world market,
 divisions and specializations of labour arise with wide-ranging ramifications for state
 sovereignty and economic welfare. In addition to having its own logic, the interaction
 between states and capitalism has been important for the power-position of states as
 well as the rate and direction of capitalist penetration. Just as the state must
 guarantee property rights, so too world-scale capitalism has political presuppositions
 and supporting institutions, such as GATT and the IMF in the contemporary era.54

 In the capitalist view, the Soviet domestic failure is occurring at two levels.
 Domestically, the command economics of communism are increasingly incapable of
 providing labour incentives, efficient allocation of capital, and stimulants to innov
 ation. During the earlier period of Soviet industrialization, command economics
 succeeded, despite its inefficiencies, in building an industrial economy because of the
 vastness of untapped labour, land, and natural resources. However, as these initial
 endowments have been exhausted, the command economy is inherently incapable of
 generating wealth through increased efficiency and innovation.

 Since the Bolsheviks set out to beat capitalism at its own game of wealth
 production, the Soviet regime has staked its legitimacy upon its ability to keep up
 with the West in the production of wealth, unlike previous non-capitalist societies.55
 The Soviet people's willingness to accept sacrifice and the absence of liberties
 ultimately depended upon the expectation that socialism would steadily improve
 material life. Not only did the regime rest upon a standard of material life borrowed
 from the West, but also it rested disproportionately upon this standard and so its
 collapse was complete when this standard could no longer be met. History produces
 a rich irony: the Soviets were able to physically withdraw from the world capitalist
 system, but took with them a consumerist?and thus narrowed and impoverished?
 social ideal from the West.

 The economic stagnation also affects the Soviet Union's security situation. The
 economic growth and technological dynamism of Western capitalist society has
 provided Western militaries with a large and increasingly sophisticated base from
 which to draw. In contrast, economic malaise in the Soviet Union has forced more
 painful trade-offs between guns and butter. This strategic competition gives Soviet
 economic underperformance its particularly significant consequences.

 Although economic stagnation has triggered the crisis, the current direction of
 reform efforts, from the perspective of capitalist theory, have not yet come to grips
 with the real causes of the problem. The absence of agricultural decollectivization, the

 53 See D. P. O'Brien, The Classical Economists (Oxford, 1975).
 54 The classic statement of this view is Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation: The Political and

 Economic Origins of Our Times (Boston, 1944).
 55 As Lenin proclaimed: 'In the final analysis the competition and struggle between capitalism and

 socialism will be resolved in favor of the system that attains a higher level of economic productivity'.
 Cited in Seweryn Bialer, 'Gorbachev's Program of Change: Sources, Significance, Prospects', Political
 Science Quarterly, 103 (Autumn 1988), p. 410.
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 ambivalent steps toward market reform of the service sector, and the continuing
 absence of private property rights, all reflect a persistent belief among key Soviet elites
 that socialism needs to be fixed rather than eliminated. Gorbachev seeks 'reform

 socialism' rather than capitalism. At the mass level, Soviet political culture remains
 deeply hostile to the inequalities and risk taking that inevitably accompany capital
 ism. From the perspective of capitalist theory, the absence of a programme to move
 toward capitalism will frustrate economic growth and thus jeopardize democratic
 liberalization.

 The prognosis for capitalism in the Soviet Union is mixed. Should the transition
 from socialism to capitalism in Eastern Europe bear fruit, the demonstration effects
 in the Soviet Union may be profound and lead toward more radical economic
 reforms. Moreover, the large number of joint ventures, the move to make the ruble
 convertible, and the move to join Western economic organizations mean that market
 forces have a significant beachhead in the Soviet economy. These wedges and the
 disintegration of the old order suggest that the Soviet Union has embarked upon a
 path that will not easily be reversed. Given the popular resistance to the introduction
 of market reforms, the establishment of a strong executive, and the continued
 presence of a strong state apparatus committed to change, might facilitate market
 reforms and, by so doing, help insure the ultimate viability of democratic initiatives.56

 In framing American policy responses, some advocates of market values argue that
 nothing should be done to aid the Soviet Union until the turn to genuine capitalism
 has been made. In this view, aiding the Soviet Union now will only prop up a
 moribund economic structure and delay true reform. Such a view, however, fails to
 acknowledge the interdependent relationship between political change and economic
 reform.57 In this view, the Soviet Union has entered upon a slippery slope away from
 the old order, and the choice is between general collapse and staged reform. A step
 towards capitalism is a step toward capitalism.

 MARXISM

 The developments in the Soviet Union seem to have dealt a death blow to Marxism
 as a political and intellectual force in world history. Given the degree to which
 Marxists and their opponents have polarized world politics in the last century, the
 'death of communism' is a major historical watershed. Although Marxist ideology
 seems thoroughly discredited, not all of the myrid variants of Marxist theory have
 been disproven. Socialism?particularly state socialism?has lost its appeal, but
 Marxist theory of the capitalist world system may provide powerful insights into the
 failure of Soviet socialism.58

 Like Smith and the classical political economists, Marx held that capitalism
 exhibited a powerful globalizing tendency. To Marx, capitalism was a dynamic

 56 Contemporary theorists, on both the left and right, argue that strong states are crucial to the success
 of market-oriented reform. See Guillermo A. O'Donnell, Modernization and
 Bureaucratic-Authoritarianism: Studies in South American Politics (Berkeley, 1973); and Jagdish N.
 Bhagwati, 'Rethinking Trade Strategy', in John P. Lewis and Valeriana Kallab (eds.), Development
 Strategies Reconsidered (Washington, DC, 1986), esp. p. 101. For an overview, see Atul Kohli,
 'Politics of Economic Liberalization in India', World Development, 17 (1989), pp. 1-30.

 57 Jack Snyder, 'International Leverage on Soviet Domestic Change', World Politics, (October 1989).
 58 See the discussion of the 'socialist' model in R. D. McKinlay and R. Little, Global Problems and World

 Order.
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 modernizing force breaking down traditional societies and creating the preconditions
 for true socialist societies.59 This view that the road to socialism was through the most
 advanced stages of capitalism has been at variance with the general tendency of
 Marxist political movements in the twentieth century to resist the encroachments of
 the world capitalist system and to by-pass the capitalist stage.

 Building on these views of Marx, Immanuel Wallerstein has advanced a theory of
 the world capitalist system arguing that capitalism must become universal before true
 socialism is possible.60 Unlike Marx and Smith, but like turn-of-the-century theorists
 of imperialism, Wallerstein argues that the state plays a critical role in shaping the
 pace and direction of capitalist expansion. Where Smith and the classical political
 economists argue that capitalism is associated with minimum state powers,

 Wallerstein argues that capitalism both needs and produces strong states and that the
 cutting edge of capitalist accumulation are coercive practices such as piracy, slavery,
 and land grabs.61 Wallerstein claims that the world capitalist system is stratified into
 three economic zones: the core (the metropolitan capitalist states); the periphery
 (composed of weak states and dependent economies); and the semi-periphery (com
 posed of a diversity of rising and declining states, but also including relatively strong
 states that have largely withdrawn from the capitalist system). These zones contain
 distinctive class structures with different orientations toward the world market as well

 as states of divergent capacities that largely reflect class interests. Importantly,
 differences in the strength of states within the world system (i.e., strong states in the
 core and weak states in the periphery) serve to insure the domination of the leading
 capitalist classes by enforcing the transfer of economic surplus to the core.

 Critics have found Wallerstein's global vision excessively reductionist and deter
 ministic: the structures of socioeconomic life flow rather mechanically from the
 imperatives of the world market and the capacities and policies of states over

 whelmingly reflect the interests of the dominant class.62 Wallerstein's claim that the
 world capitalist system ultimately serves to maintain and expand the system has also
 been faulted for being excessively functional.63 Despite these limitations, the model
 sheds light on the nature of large-scale change and the possibilities for movement of
 particular states within the global capitalist system. In Wallerstein's scheme, one of
 the paths to the privileged core of the capitalist world system is through semi
 peripheral withdrawal and quasi-autarkic development rather than a direct ascent
 from the enforced underdevelopment of the periphery. In this way, the semi-periphery
 becomes a region where states can escape complete domination and build their
 capacities to reenter the capitalist system.

 59 Shlomo Avineri, Karl Marx on Colonialism and Modernization (Garden City, NY, 1969).
 60 Immanuel Wallerstein, 'The Rise and Future Demise of the World Capitalist System: Concepts for

 Comparative Analysis', Comparative Studies in Society and History, 16 (1974), pp. 387-415.
 61 Immanuel Wallerstein, The Modern World-System: Capitalist Agriculture and the Origins of the

 European World-Economy in the Sixteenth Century (New York, 1974); The Modern World-System II:
 Mercantilism and the Consolidation of the European World-Economy, 1600-1750 (New York, 1980); The
 Modern World System III: The Second Era of Great Expansion of the Capitalist World-Economy (San
 Diego, 1989).

 62 See Theda Skocpol, 'Wallerstein's World Capitalist System: A Theoretical and Historical Critique',
 American Journal of Sociology, 85 (1977), pp. 1,075-90; Aristide R. Zolberg, 'Origins of the Modern
 World System: A Missing Link', World Politics, 33 (1981), pp. 253-81; Tony Smith, The Pattern of
 Imperialism: The United States, Great Britain, and the Late-Industrializing World Since 1815
 (Cambridge, 1981).

 63 As Theda Skocpol describes the model, 'once the system is established, everything reinforces
 everything else'. Skocpol, 'Wallerstein's World Capitalist System', p. 1,078.
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 This neo-Marxist theory can provide an interpretation of the entire Soviet
 experience. In the Soviet era, the Russians have been pursuing a semi-peripheral
 strategy: the Bolsheviks withdrew, Stalin autarkically developed, and now Gorbachev
 seeks r?int?gration into the world economy as a vehicle to enter into the core.64 Unlike
 Third World regions that have remained at the underdeveloped periphery, the Soviet
 state was strong enough to avoid permanent backwardness. This view suggests that
 the Soviet experience has not been a complete failure, but has been a necessary
 prelude to joining the ranks of the advanced capitalist states. The Soviets left the
 capitalist world with a largely peasant society and they return with a developed
 educational, scientific, and industrial infrastructure. Seen in this light, 'socialism in
 one country' is part of the dynamic of the capitalist world system rather than an
 alternative to it.

 INDUSTRIAL MODERNISM

 Finally, as a candidate for understanding events in the Soviet Union, we examine
 recent versions of industrial society theory. The core of all industrial society theory is
 that the functional imperatives of the industrial mode of production determine social
 and political outcomes. In effect, the structures of social and political life conform to
 the requirements of the particular stage of production. In its starkest formulation,
 this theory posits 'base' determination of'superstructure' and, therefore, it is a variety
 of historical materialism.65

 Industrial society arguments come in three main varieties. Two strands of theory
 posit that authoritarian, collectivistic, and anti-democratic formations are required
 by industrial production. In Marx's classic account, democracy and liberal social
 formations are to be inevitably replaced by proletarian collectivism. Early
 twentieth-century writers such as Mosca, Michaels, and Pareto argued that industrial
 production required authoritarian social and political arrangements. In James
 Burnham's theory of the managerial revolution, industrial society is said to be
 evolving toward a world order dominated by a handful of authoritarian, imperial
 states.66 These theories share a characterization of the industrial mode of production
 in which scale of enterprise is vast, the workforce is homogeneous, and the
 breakdown of pre-modern sources of authority demands organized coercion.

 A third variety of industrial society theory, which has roots in nineteenth-century
 political economy67 and was extensively developed in the 1950s and 1960s by Western

 64 For another conceptualization of the Soviet Union's political economy in terms of Wallerstein's
 world-systems theory, see Timothy W. Luke, 'Technology and Soviet Foreign Trade: On the Political
 Economy of an Underdeveloped Superpower', International Studies Quarterly, 29 (1985), pp. 327-53.

 65 For discussion of the distinction between 'capitalist society' and 'industrial society', see Ralf
 Dahrendorf, Class and Class Conflict in Industrial Society (Stanford, 1959). See also Anthony Giddens,
 Sociology: A Brief but Critical Introduction (London, 1982), pp. 29-53.

 66 James Burnham, The Managerial Revolution: What is Happening in the World (New York, 1941). See
 also James Burnham, The Machiavellians: Defenders of Freedom (Chicago, 1943).

 67 An early version of these ideas was set forth by Jean-Baptist Say, the famous French political
 economist whose work Marx polemicized against. Say argued that the progress of industry would
 produce not a polarization between capitalist and proletariat, but rather a much more complex cluster
 of largely cooperative classes which he labelled the 'industriat'. Jean-Baptist Say, A Treatise on
 Political Economy (1803), trans, by C. R. Prinsep. 2 vols. (Boston, 1821). See also discussion of Say in
 Edmund Silberner, The Problem of War in Nineteenth Century Economic Thought (Princeton, 1946),
 pp. 69-91.
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 social scientists such as Ralf Dahrendorf, Raymond Aron, Clark Kerr, W. W.
 Rostow, Seymour Martin Lipset and others, sought to explain how liberal and
 democratic societies had not only survived (contrary to Marxist and authoritarian
 expectations) but had proven remarkably robust as industrialization advanced.68
 During the 1970s, Alain Touraine and Daniel Bell advanced a 'late-industrial'
 (sometimes exaggerated into 'post-industrial') variant of this argument, emphasizing
 the advent of a new stage of industrialism characterized by an educated workforce,
 free flow of information and complex decision-making.69

 Industrial society has three features that are particularly salient. First, human
 capital?an increasingly highly educated workforce?is a factor of production that
 looms ever larger in importance. Second, the rapid flow of vastly increased amounts
 of information is characteristic of advanced industrial production. And third, the
 increasing specialization and complexity of industrial production renders centralized
 control and direction cumbersome and ineffective. Effective control over production
 is diffused throughout a network of complex organizations.70 These new features of
 industrial society are expected to produce a populace that is increasingly hetero
 geneous, well informed, and difficult to coerce. Such a populace is incompatible with
 authoritarian governance and vigorously demands democratic rights. The argument
 is not that democracy is a functional imperative of the new industrial order but that
 social formations are produced by industrial production that lead inevitably to
 democracy.71

 An important theme of industrial modernism was the expected convergence of all
 industrial societies, implying that the Soviet Union and the United States would come
 to increasingly resemble each other.72 The main thrust of this school's reading of the
 Soviet Union is captured in W. W. Rostow's claim that communism is merely 'a

 68 Dahrendorf, Class and Class Conflict in Industrial Society. Clark Kerr et ai, Industrialism and
 Industrial Man (Cambridge, MA. 1960). This view has been strongly criticized by others, such as
 Reinhard Bendix, for ignoring national variations in paths to development caused by the persistence of
 pre-modern social formations that prove to be partially adaptive. See Reinhard Bendix,
 Nation-Building and Citizenship (New York, 1964).

 69 Alain Touraine, The Post-Industrial Society (New York, 1971); Daniel Bell, The Coming of
 Post-Industrial Society: A Venture in Social Forecasting (New York, 1973).

 70 See John A. Hall and G. John Ikenberry, The State (Minneapolis, 1989), pp. 80-3.
 71 While the link between late-industrial society and democratic institutions appears to be strong in the

 contemporary era, the possibility cannot be foreclosed that a country with different historical
 traditions, class configurations and international pressures might arrive at a non-democratic formation
 that was at the same time industrially functional. Michael Mann argues that an authoritarian capitalist

 model was pioneered and widely admired in pre-1914 Germany, that this non-democratic variant of
 capitalism could well have proved viable, but that it was destroyed by the war. Mann, 'Citizenship and
 Ruling Class Strategies', Sociology, 21 (1987).

 72 Brzezinski and Huntington describe convergence expectations thus: 'The Communists believe that the
 world will converge, but into an essentially communist form of government. In the West, on the other
 hand, the widespread theory of convergence assumes that the fundamentally important aspects of the
 democratic system will be retained after America and Russia "converge" at some future, indeterminate
 historical juncture. Although probably there will be more economic planning and social ownership in
 the West, the theory sees the Communist Party and its monopoly of power as the real victims of the
 historical process: both will fade away. Thus on closer examination it is striking to discover that most
 theories of the so-called convergence in reality posit not convergence but submergence of the opposite
 system. Hence the Western and the communist theories of convergence are basically revolutionary:
 both predict a revolutionary change in the character of the one of the present systems. The
 Communists openly state it. In the West, it is implicit in the prevalent convergence argument.' Political
 Power: USA/USSR (New York, 1964), p. 419. For a critique of convergence theory as it relates to the
 Soviet Union, see Bertram D. Wolfe, Revolution and Reality: Essays on the Origin and Fate of the
 Soviet System (Chapel Hill, 1981).
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 disease of the transition' to industrialism and cannot survive the age of 'high mass
 consumption'.73

 Late-industrial society theory suggests that the economic and political crisis in the
 Soviet Union is caused by the increasing incongruity between Stalinist command
 structures (which might have been viable in an earlier stage of industrialism) and
 imperatives of late industrial production. In this view, the product of Stalinist
 industrialization is a society that 'pushes' for liberalization; and the attractions of the
 new stage of industrialization 'pulls' for it.

 The old command order is impeding industrial modernization while, at the same
 time, industrial modernization is undercutting the old command order.74 The tradi
 tional, politically motivated straightjacket on typewriters, telephones, and mimeo
 graph machines?to say nothing of word processors, personal computers, and
 photocopying?is a massive drag on Soviet economic performance. And every new
 information technology empowers civil society and loosens the control of the state.

 As sociologist Lewis Coser notes, 'You cannot have a closed society based on
 computers and fax machines'.75 Modern industrial requirements of an educated
 workforce have created a populace that is increasingly immune to ideological
 indoctrination. It is no accident that the scientific and technological elite has been in
 the vanguard of the reform movement.76 The complexity-driven decentralization of
 industrial production creates a populace accustomed to the exercise of independent
 judgement which is difficult to insulate from the political sphere. Ironically, a variety
 of historical materialism, a tradition usually linked to authoritarian and socialist
 outcomes, explains the failures of authoritarian and socialist systems.77

 The industrial society theory suggests that the demands for change in the Soviet
 Union are deeply rooted and not likely to disappear or be diverted by momentary
 political setbacks. An important implication of this theory is that the changes in the
 Soviet Union are not the result of the embrace of democratic values, but rather that
 democratizing tendencies are the product of deeper material forces.

 SUMMARY ON DEMOCRACY, CAPITALISM AND INDUSTRIALISM

 Kantian and Smithian liberals posit that democracy and market society are rooted in
 human nature and, consequently, their universalization is ultimately assured. But

 73 Walter W. Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth: A Non-Communist Manifesto (Cambridge, 1965),
 pp. 162-64.

 74 This argument has been made recently by several Soviet academics: [A]s the completion of the stage of
 industrialization in economic development approached and the transition to the next
 scientific-industrial, technical-technological stage of production began, the administrative economy,
 devoid of any market elements, became an obstacle to the development of those very economic spheres
 whose accelerated development had once constituted justification of the system. At the
 scientific-industrial stage of technological development, the deformed socialist relations of production,
 of the state monopoly type, clashed with the forces of production engendered by
 scientific-technological progress'. L. Gordon and A. Nazimova, 'Perestroika in Historical Perspective',
 Government and Opposition, 25 (Winter 1990), p. 18.

 75 Lewis A. Coser, 'The Intellectuals in Soviet Reform', Dissent (Spring 1990), p. 183.
 76 Soviet scientists were indispensable to the regime and, as a result, had more independence than any

 other group in Soviet society. The atomic designer, Pytor Kapitsa, was one of the few men to defy
 Stalin and live to tell about it. And, of course, Andrei Sakharov had similar independence and was
 therefore able to play a catalytic role in Soviet reform.

 77 As Brzezinski and Huntington argued in 1964, the theory of industrial modernism is, 'in effect,
 anti-Soviet Marxism: the forces of production will shape the social context of production, which in
 turn will determine the political superstructure'. Zbigniew Brzezinski and Samuel P. Huntington,
 Political Power: USA/USSR (New York, 1964), p. 10.
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 neither theory is very effective at explaining historical variation in the appearance of
 these liberal outcomes. Since it roots liberal outcomes in material forces, the
 industrial modernism theory is good at explaining historical variations. But such a
 functional-materialist argument does not explain why people widely desire demo
 cratic and market rights regardless of their stage of development.

 Realists tend to see questions of democracy and capitalism as domestic regime
 phenomena that colour international life but do not decisively shape it. Conversely,
 the basic thrust of democratic and capitalist theories is that international relations are
 embedded in and significantly shaped by social and economic systems. The current
 events set up a test of this clash of views: if East-West relations are radically
 ameliorated by the change in Soviet and East European domestic regimes, then the
 Kantian and Smithian images of history may explain more about the fundamental
 character of world politics than realism and other international theories have
 allowed.

 Constructing an explanation

 The second goal of this paper is to construct a convincing explanation for Soviet
 reforms and the end of the Cold War. In the previous section we examined ten
 theories with potential relevance to these events, some of which are well known,
 others of which we extended. Not all these theories, however, are equally persuasive;
 nor are all seeking to explain the same phenomenon.78 These events are clearly too
 multifaceted to be subject to simple explanation, or attributed to any single variable.

 Here we advance composite explanations for the crisis and the Soviet response,
 incorporating both international and domestic variables. In our view, the most
 decisive source of the crisis is Soviet economic failure, best explained by industrial
 modernization theory. International forces have exacerbated but have not primarily
 caused this crisis. In explaining the responses we believe international forces play a
 much more determining role by foreclosing some alternatives and creating others.

 Explaining the crisis

 Virtually every commentator of these events?from Mikhail Gorbachev to his
 American Right-wing critics?points to economic stagnation as the decisive catalyst
 of change. The most convincing explanation for this, we believe, is to be found in the
 theory of industrial modernism. These connections are summarized in figure 1.

 The implications of economic stagnation for the Soviet Union are three-fold. First,
 and most importantly, the domestic regime is perceived both by the leadership and
 the people as a failure, undermining its legitimacy. Secondly, economic stagnation

 78 Comparing and testing these theories is not a straightforward proposition because these theories differ
 greatly in scope and are attempting to explain different aspects of these contemporary events. Often
 proponents of different theories dispute factual claim. For example, the hard realists and the nuclear
 one worlders do not agree upon what Soviet nuclear policy is. Perhaps more importantly, these
 theories are not just competing explanations of agreed-upon facts, but differ about what facts are
 important to explain.
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 Figure 1. Explaining the crisis
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 means that the Soviet Union has fewer resources to mobilize for military and foreign
 policy purposes. Thirdly, the failure of the Soviet economy has diminished the Soviet
 Union's role as a model of development for both its allies and Third World nations.

 Industrial modernism provides the best explanation of the Soviet crisis because it
 connects a relatively specific characterization of the material forces of production
 with liberal political and economic outcomes. Because it links outcomes to phases of
 industrial development, this theory has more explanatory value than Smithian and
 Kantian universalism.

 International variables, particularly the Western military competition, are not
 convincing explanations for the crisis itself, but they are useful in explaining its timing
 and intensity. The timing of the crisis also has roots in natural resource constraints.

 Explaining responses

 How the Soviet Union has responded to this crisis requires a separate set of
 explanations. The major avenues of potential responses are summarized here:
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 - increased repression

 domestic - ? modernized socialism

 ? democratic and market reforms

 ? military aggression

 ? ideological reorientation

 ? accommodation

 ? retrenchment

 foreign

 In general terms, the Soviet Union during the first five years of the Gorbachev era
 (1985-1990) responded to this crisis with a mixture of internal liberalization and
 external accommodation and retrenchment, rather than increased domestic repres
 sion and foreign aggression. The strongest explanation for the choice of liberalization
 over renewed repression is that further repression would only intensify the funda
 mental contradiction between the imperatives of production and political organiz
 ation. Important additional supports for liberalization over repression are to be
 found in the international environment. Moreover, the strongest explanations for the
 choice of accommodation and retrenchment over aggression are to be found in the
 constraints and opportunities of the Soviet's external environment. These links
 deserve closer examination.

 The primary explanation for why the Soviet domestic response has been away from
 repression and towards modernized socialism and liberalization is that repression
 would intensify rather than alleviate the contradiction.79 Initially, Gorbachev's plan
 of perestroika was an attempt to modernize socialism. All indications are that this
 remedial programme has been unsuccessful in revitalizing the economy, suggesting
 that the modernization of socialism is not a viable response to the crisis.80 This failure
 produces tremendous pressure to either introduce far-reaching market reforms or to
 attempt a return to the old system. This basic thrust of Soviet domestic reform has
 also been sharpened and intensified by a complex pattern of international constraints
 and opportunities.

 The Soviet choice of accommodation and retrenchment over aggression is even
 more fundamentally rooted in a complex mixture of international pressures and
 possibilities which have changed over time. A listing of the old and new environment
 and the implications of the new environment is provided in figure 2.

 Since at least the eighteenth century, the Russian empire and then the Soviet Union
 have lived in a world in which dynamic Western capitalist states have repeatedly
 posed challenges that have required successive political and economic restructurings.
 Since World War II, the number of successful capitalist states in the world has

 79 Noting the difficulties of a return to repression, Lewis Coser argues that '[t]he fact that the
 intelligentsia is no longer dispensable in the Soviet sphere is among the prime reasons why a return to
 a totalitarian regime or to military solutions is unlikely', 'The Intellectuals in Soviet Reform', Dissent
 (Spring 1990), p. 183.

 80 Seweryn Bialer, 'The Passing of the Soviet Order?' Survival, 32 (March/April 1990). See also Padma
 Desai, Perestroika in Perspective: The Design and Dilemmas of Soviet Reform (Princeton, 1989), p. 138.
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 Figure 2. Implications of the changing international environment
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 increased, with profound implications for Soviet foreign policy and domestic politics.
 In the economic realm, capitalist states have demonstrated superior wealth creation
 capacity and technological innovation. Thus the wealth and technology base from
 which the Soviets must draw is declining relative to their traditional adversaries. In
 such a world, the Soviets must either extract more from society, dramatically
 restructure the economy (including integration into the world capitalist economy), or
 seek accommodation with traditional adversaries.81

 An important feature of the Soviet's external environment related to the health
 of capitalism concerns the changing status of opposition to capitalism within
 the West. Propelled by structural crises and deep inequalities, Western societies in the
 first half of the twentieth century were riven between a dominant capitalist group and
 a large and restive socialist working class opposition. Since World War II, the
 movement of peoples in Western colonial possessions toward national independence
 also created a deep fissure in the West. In this environment, the officiai Soviet
 ideology of socialism and the rhetorical identification with the oppressed both in the

 metropol and the periphery gave the Soviet Union powerful political supporters. In
 the last twenty years, the waning of proletarian movements in the West and the
 success of national liberation movements in the Third World have reduced the foreign
 policy value of socialist ideology to the Soviet state.

 Seen in this context, Gorbachev's 'new thinking' can be understood as an attempt
 to refurbish the Soviet state's ideological appeal in the world.82 The globalist content
 of 'new thinking'?on nuclear weapons, on international institutions, and on eco
 logical responsibility?resonates with a large and growing segment of Western
 political opinion. Like socialism in an earlier era, globalist ideology puts the Soviet
 state in the vanguard of international progressivism, thus creating allies beneficial to
 Soviet foreign policy. But, unlike revolutionary Marxist ideology, 'new thinking'
 offers the basis for a cooperative relationship with the Western powers.

 Closely associated with the status of socialist movements outside the Soviet Union
 is the track record of centralized socialism as an economic model. Prior to the last
 quarter of the twentieth century, socialism could be seen as either an untried or
 successful economic system, with wide appeal to those dissatisfied with capitalism.
 However, the simultaneous stagnation of centralized economies throughout the
 socialist world during the 1970s has seriously undermined the appeal of socialism
 everywhere. For the Soviet state the role of socialist standard-bearer has been
 transformed from an asset to a liability.
 The Soviet Union's military and strategic environment has also changed with

 important implications for both domestic and foreign policy choices. To begin with,
 the provision of physical security for its people and territory has been a primary
 shaping force for the Soviet state. For much of Russian and Soviet history, invasion
 and territorial appropriation has been a recurring problem. The development of
 nuclear weapons profoundly alters this situation, with a two-fold impact on Soviet
 foreign policy options: the cost of Soviet aggression has now become prohibitively

 81 For a discussion of the range and logic of state adjustment choices, see G. John Ikenberry, 'The State
 and International Strategies of Adjustment', World Politics, 39 (October 1986); and Michael
 Mastanduno, David A. Lake, and G. John Ikenberry, 'Toward a Realist Theory of State Action',
 International Studies Quarterly, 33 (Winter 1989), pp. 457-74.

 82 Sylvia Woodly, Gorbachev and the Decline of Ideology in Soviet Foreign Policy (Boulder, 1989). For an
 analysis of the evolution of Soviet theories underpinning 'new thinking' see Margot Light, The Soviet
 Theory of International Relations (Brighton, 1988).
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 high, while at the same time, the cost for the Soviet Union to defend itself against
 aggression has fallen greatly. Moreover, the emergence (or re-emergence) of powerful
 neighbouring states in the post-war era, particularly Germany, Japan and China, has
 also increased the costs of aggression for the Soviet Union. Thus, a large military is
 no longer useful for aggression or necessary for defence.

 For much of their histories, the Russian empire and Soviet Union had as
 neighbours pre-modern or modernizing states whose domestic regimes were oriented
 towards imperial territorial aggression. By the mid-twentieth century, the Soviet
 Union's major adversary, the United States, was a liberal democracy, in contrast to
 its previous great adversary, Imperial and Nazi Germany. And the successful
 emergence of liberal democratic institutions in Germany also profoundly altered the
 Soviet's immediate security environment. This spread of liberal democratic states
 alters the Soviet environment because such regimes are not as likely to pose as great
 a threat of aggression as dictatorial and authoritarian states. Despite occasional
 Soviet rhetoric conflating Hitler's Germany with Reagan's America, the reality is that
 the United States is a far more benign and less aggressive Great Power than any of
 the European states with which the Tsar or Stalin had to contend. Gorbachev's
 decision to accept domestic political change in Eastern Europe stems, in our view,
 from a judgement that these Western states will not militarily advance into this
 traditional buffer zone.

 This new security environment produced by the advent of nuclear weapons and the
 predominance of liberal democratic regimes as Soviet adversaries also had significant
 domestic consequences. First, expansionary solutions to domestic problems are
 foreclosed. Second, there is more opportunity for domestic liberalization. The Soviet
 state is no longer faced with acute security threats that force quick and dirty state

 mobilization of resources.83 This means that they have less immediate pressure to
 change, thus permitting slower and perhaps less authoritarian reform programmes.
 Moreover, as the state's claims on society's resources for security needs become more
 difficult to justify and cease to yield their traditional payoff, competing groups and
 interests are in a relatively stronger position.84 In short, a world dominated by liberal
 states affords remaining illiberal states both a need and an opportunity to liberalize.
 Another prominent feature of the changed international environment is the highly

 developed state of communication technology that makes possible broader and
 deeper information flows. In contrast to the Tsar's and Stalin's ability to close off the
 Russian people from the rest of the world, the Iron Curtain has proven permeable to
 Western radio and television penetration. Because they know so much about what
 goes on in the rest of the world, Eastern bloc people are less easy to mobilize through
 indoctrination and tend to demand Western-style rights and living standards. Thus a
 new and persisting source of demand for change exists in socialist societies.

 Taken all together, the international environment is a source of a complex mixture
 of demands, opportunities, and constraints. These forces do not all cut in the same

 83 This situation is noted by Seweryn Bialer: 'Never in their history have the Russians been as secure
 from external danger as they are now and will remain in the foreseeable future ... A Soviet Union
 that understands that it is extremely secure may be less hostile to the West'. Bialer, 'Gorbachev's
 Program of Change: Sources, Significance, Prospects', Political Science Quarterly, 103 (Autumn 1988),
 p. 459.

 84 Of course, security demands may decline but they will not disappear. And the security organs, forged
 in an earlier environment, may persist in making disproportionate claims, despite changes in the
 environment.
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 direction. Some (nuclear weapons and the increased strength of neighbouring states)
 close off the path of expansion that previous Russian regimes pursued. Others
 (prevalence of liberal democracies and information permeability) strengthen the
 societal claims for political expression and consumption. Some (nuclear weapons and
 the prevalence of liberal democracies) reduce the security demands for extraction, in
 direct contrast to others (dynamic capitalism and diffusion of power) that increase the
 need to generate power resources. Because of the longer time frame available, this
 clash (for more power resources and for less) probably resolves itself in favour of
 resource mobilization through liberal reform rather than increased coercion. In the
 final analysis, the net impact of all these environmental forces on Soviet domestic and
 foreign response is substantially in favour of change toward liberalization and
 accommodation, in contrast to so much of Russian historical experience.

 Conclusion

 This article has examined theories relevant in explaining the origins of the Soviet crisis
 and the direction of responses to it. This conclusion makes two general observations
 about viable strategies for theorizing about such large-scale events.

 First, no one theory can explain the causes and consequences of these con
 temporary events?no one key fits all the locks. Perhaps the correct theory has not
 been formulated, but it seems more likely that this inadequacy stems from the
 irreducibly plural nature of the historical phenomena. Paradoxically, the shortfall of
 each of the theories reveals a theoretical insight, namely that these events are
 conjunctural: the outcome of multiple, distinct processes. In the Soviet case, such
 large-scale logics as the expansion of capitalism, the maturing of industrialism, the
 intensification of global human interaction, and the balancing processes of the state
 system are all evident. Each tells much, but none tells all. In short, it is difficult to
 discern the plot of this unfolding drama because three or four plays are being
 performed on the same stage at the same time.

 Second, several theories lying outside the mainstream of international relations
 study appear to have explanatory power. The way in which the field of international
 relations studies has defined itself is not broad enough to encompass many of the
 central processes of world historical change, forcing theorists to go outside of the field
 to get theoretical purchase on large-scale phenomena such as the changes now
 unfolding. Like most American social scientists in the post-war era, international
 relations specialists have tended to ignore macro-historical theorizing in favour of

 more discrete and seemingly more tractable research questions. But when major
 events occur, such as those unfolding in the Soviet Union, macro-historical theorizing
 shows its value.

 The revolutions currently underway promise to transform the intellectual as well as
 the political landscape. Just as Axis aggression and the Cold War altered the
 intellectual balance between idealism and realism, so too these contemporary events

 may well alter the relative of appeals of realism, globalism and socioeconomic
 theories such as industrial modernism.
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